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a b s t r a c t

We present TrackMate, an open source Fiji plugin for the automated, semi-automated, and manual track-
ing of single-particles. It offers a versatile and modular solution that works out of the box for end users,
through a simple and intuitive user interface. It is also easily scriptable and adaptable, operating equally
well on 1D over time, 2D over time, 3D over time, or other single and multi-channel image variants.
TrackMate provides several visualization and analysis tools that aid in assessing the relevance of results.
The utility of TrackMate is further enhanced through its ability to be readily customized to meet specific
tracking problems. TrackMate is an extensible platform where developers can easily write their own
detection, particle linking, visualization or analysis algorithms within the TrackMate environment. This
evolving framework provides researchers with the opportunity to quickly develop and optimize new
algorithms based on existing TrackMate modules without the need of having to write de novo user inter-
faces, including visualization, analysis and exporting tools.
The current capabilities of TrackMate are presented in the context of three different biological prob-

lems. First, we perform Caenorhabditis-elegans lineage analysis to assess how light-induced damage dur-
ing imaging impairs its early development. Our TrackMate-based lineage analysis indicates the lack of a
cell-specific light-sensitive mechanism. Second, we investigate the recruitment of NEMO (NF-jB essen-
tial modulator) clusters in fibroblasts after stimulation by the cytokine IL-1 and show that photodamage
can generate artifacts in the shape of TrackMate characterized movements that confuse motility analysis.
Finally, we validate the use of TrackMate for quantitative lifetime analysis of clathrin-mediated endocy-
tosis in plant cells.

� 2016 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Over the past 30 years, the biological sciences have enjoyed
tremendous advances in imaging techniques that provided new
insights into dynamic phenomena. Paramount to this significant
progress has been the development of novel imaging hardware
platforms and fluorescent probes for the visualization of biological
processes at the level of whole organisms, single cells, and subcel-
lular. The development of analysis software to extract quantitative
data on the dynamics of the processes examined by microscopy
has been equally important. In particular, single-particle tracking
software – computational tools that can follow objects in a time-
lapse movie and quantify their dynamics – are crucial for almost
any experiments involving live-cell imaging, and are a critical part
of the researcher toolbox.

A number of programs have been designed and have undergone
significant refinement over the past several years (some reviewed
in [1–3]) for single particle tracking of live cell microscopy images.
Furthermore, the importance of tracking in bio-imaging was high-
lighted by the 2014 IEEE International Symposium on Biomedical
Imaging (ISBI) Grand Challenge [4] in which a number of the cur-
rent approaches for particle tracking were objectively compared.
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One important and significant outcome of the ISBI Grand Challenge
[4] was that there does not exist at this time a ‘‘one-size-fits-all”,
universally accurate tracking method. Many specific dynamic bio-
logical processes require their own specialized tracking tools that
can derive and exploit unique aspects of process such as the
motion or shape of the tracked objects. This makes the problem
of developing a universal tracking method even more challenging;
as the accuracy of tracking is inherently dependent on specific
parameters, one strategy that works well for a given problem is
likely to fail for another one. Therefore, for many live imaging stud-
ies, the data analysis will involve generating de novo or adapting an
existing tracking software method tailored for a single, specific
application. However, the efforts required to build tracking soft-
ware from scratch are considerable. Its development must include:
1) detection tools that can extract objects from images, 2) linking
tools that can track these objects over time, 3) visualization tools
that can overlay the raw data and tracking results, and 4) analysis
tools that can evaluate the results. Additionally, if the goal is to
develop a tracking tool that will be widely used within the research
community, the software must be user-friendly, developer
friendly, modular, validated and interoperable. Given all these hur-
dles, it is not surprising that only a few tracking algorithms exist
[5–13] that are widely available and designed to be useful for the
general needs of the greater Life-Science community.

TrackMate is a plugin within the Fiji ImageJ distribution [14] for
tracking developed with several concomitant goals. First, it focuses
on usability by providing Life-Science researchers with a turnkey
user-friendly tracking solution, fulfilling the recommendations of
[15]. It is openly available and well documented, and it houses sev-
eral detection and tracking modules that allow combining manual
and automated particle tracking approaches. TrackMate includes
several visualization tools as well as other features that facilitate
the export and exchange of data and results with other tracking
tools and/or analysis applications. Second, TrackMate has been
designed for maximal flexibility. The capabilities of TrackMate
can be tailored by the user through the addition of specific track-
ing, detection, visualization, or analysis modules. As a result,
researchers can quickly develop a solution suited for their specific
application, while taking advantage of existing modules, thus
accelerating and facilitating development. Finally, TrackMate uses
a data model that makes it a useful tool for a wide range of tracking
applications, ranging from single-particle tracking of subcellular
organelles to cell lineage analysis. Below we describe the features
of TrackMate in more detail and illustrate their application
towards three biological use cases that involve tracking and quan-
tification of dynamic live-cell events.
2. Material and methods

2.1. TrackMate: an open and extensible platform for single-particle
tracking

2.1.1. Purpose
TrackMate is a Fiji [14] plugin available through this software

platform, and therefore benefits from the facilities offered by Fiji
for image input/output and preprocessing. TrackMate’s main entry
point is an interactive plugin where tracking is performed using a
wizard-like GUI (Fig. 1). The user is guided through several stages,
each of which constitutes a step in the tracking process, choosing
what algorithm to use for detection and tracking, and then config-
uring them. The result of each step is displayed immediately. This
allows the user to readily navigate back to readjust settings should
the process output be deemed unsatisfactory. Various tools allow
for the inspection of intermediate results: a 3D view of the data
and the results can be launched, and each particle or track can
be annotated using specific colors to denote numerical values of
interest, including e.g. particle quality, estimated diameter, track
length, track displacement, etc. The use of TrackMate is docu-
mented in the Supplemental Information of this article.

Manual inspection of tracking results is critical, particularly in
practical cases when quantitative metrics are missing, to assess
the accuracy of the results. TrackMate contains several visualiza-
tion tools to ease inspection and facilitate manual curation or edit-
ing of the results. The main visualization tool (Fig. 2, top left)
overlays the tracking results on the raw image, re-using the ImageJ
hyperstack display. A 3D view of the tracking and raw data can also
be launched (Fig. 2, bottom left), based on the ImageJ 3D viewer
[16]. Finally, TrackScheme was developed to inspect the higher-
level structure of tracks (Fig. 2, top and bottom right), which is par-
ticularly handy for cell lineages. Much like a train schedule, this
tool displays the tracks based only on their links, and lays out spots
from bottom to top according to time. Each branching event gener-
ates a new vertical lane. Several synchronized views of the same
data can be launched and selecting a subset of spots and links will
highlight them in all the views.

The main view and TrackScheme also allow direct manual edit-
ing of the tracking results. Spots can be moved, added or deleted,
and linked or unlinked to tracks. In addition, the spot size can be
adjusted, and their names can be changed in batch or individually.
Two numerical features keep track of whether a spot or a link has
been manually modified.

It is actually possible to entirely skip the detection step or the
particle-linking step or both, and generate tracking results via
manual annotation. A semi-automated tracking tool facilitates
manual annotation, by creating the most likely track birthing
from a single spot. Any manual modification of the data triggers
a recalculation of all the numerical features, so that they are
always in sync with the data. Though TrackMate is only a
single-particle tracking tool, it ships with basic analysis facilities.
Numerical features are calculated for spots, links and tracks auto-
matically and kept up to date when the user manually edits
tracks. These numerical features are also used in the GUI for fil-
tering and display and can also be combined in various plots or
data tables.

2.1.2. Data model and capabilities
The data model used to store tracking results has constraints

strongly affecting what kind of event can be detected at the
particle-linking step. A linear data structure such as an array can
only represent linear tracks that do not have division or merge
events, where two objects fuse into one. Missing detections (also
called gaps) however can be handled by storing spot indices in
these arrays. In TrackMate the tracking results are represented as
a directed simple graph, where vertices are filtered spots generated
at the detection step, and edges are links generated at the particle-
linking step. This data structure is very flexible and has limited
restrictions making it well suited to single-particle tracking. A
graph is a structure where vertices (in our case spots) are con-
nected by edges (in our case links across time). In a simple directed
graph, a link cannot go from one spot to the same spot and there
cannot be more than one link between two spots. Links have a
direction going from source spots earlier in time to target spots
later in time, and links between two spots in the same frame are
forbidden. With such a data structure, a spot can be the source
and target to several links, possibly handling cell division events
and particle merging events as well.

The generality of this data structure delegates specificity to the
subsequent analysis tools. TrackMate can be configured to detect
linking, gap-closing, splitting, or merging events and makes no
assumption of the biological significance of these events. The
subsequent analysis must therefore be tailored to the biological



Fig. 1. The TrackMate user interface for automated tracking, depicting the tracking the cells of a developing C. elegans embryo. The illustration displays from top to bottom
the Fiji toolbar, the image data overlaid with the detection step result and the TrackMate GUI. The central part of the GUI contains the contextual commands for the current
tracking step. Here, the user filters out spurious spots based on a quality threshold just after the execution of the detection step. Several filters can be stacked. Detection
results, or spots, are represented as spheres with an initially constant radius. Here, the user chose a coloring scheme that reflects an estimate of the true spot radius. The
bottom part of the GUI allows the user to navigate forward and backward through the tracking steps, to see a text log of the plugin activity and to save the data at anytime.
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problem at hand. TrackMate aims at being as general as possible
and encourages end-users to tailor algorithms and analyses speci-
fic to their biological problems.

2.1.3. Performance and accuracy
TrackMate ships three classes of particle-linking algorithms. A

first class is derived from the LAP framework proposed by Jaqaman
and colleagues [7]. Base linking costs are calculated from the
square distance between particles, which makes it ideal to tackle
Brownian motion [10]. However, costs can be modulated by fea-
ture value differences, penalizing the linking of particles that are
different in intensity distribution, rough shape, etc. A convenient
GUI allows tuning these costs directly in TrackMate. A second
particle-algorithm relies on the Kalman filter [17] to tackle linear
motion. Finally, particle linking based on nearest-neighbor search
is proposed as the simplest linking algorithm.

Accuracy measurements serve as a tool for end-users to choose
the optimal algorithm for their specific biological applications. The
accuracy of the particle-linking algorithms or spot trackers offered
in TrackMate is documented in the Supplemental Information. To
establish it, we relied on the ISBI Grand Challenge single-particle
tracking dataset [4].



Fig. 2. Four views of the same C. elegans embryo being tracked in TrackMate. From left to right then top to bottom: 1. The main TrackMate view, that overlays the tracking
results on the raw image window in Fiji. The lineage of the E.a founder cell is selected and can be seen as a thick green line. 2. TrackScheme, the track visualization tool of
TrackMate. It lays out the tracks in a time oriented hierarchical graph. Here it is centered on the E founder cell division and shows the cell names and heir thumbnail. 3. The 3D
viewer here shows the TrackMate annotation with cell names. 4. Another instance of TrackScheme, with a higher-level view of the lineage. The edge color encodes the cell
displacement in all views from 0 lm (blue) to 5 lm (red). Note that all views are synchronized and share the same selection. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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2.1.4. Using TrackMate in scripts and other applications
TrackMate has a modular design that allows using its process-

ing core without relying on the GUI, in scripts or other software.
This allows TrackMate to be used for batch analysis, potentially
running on a remote cluster over many images at once. The Supple-
mental Information details the core API of TrackMate and gives
examples of scripts in Python and MATLAB. A subset of TrackMate
capabilities can also be called using the ImageJ1 macro language.

2.1.5. Interoperability with other software
TrackMate is deployed as a Fiji plugin, and therefore benefits

from and interacts with the whole ImageJ ecosystem [18], whether
for data import and preprocessing or export and scripting. Track-
Mate focuses on single-particle tracking, and therefore its end
results take the shape of tracks, collections of spots and links. It
offers basic track analysis and visualization capabilities, but speci-
fic applications are likely to require subsequent, finer analysis,
which requires TrackMate files to be interoperable with specialized
software. The Fiji distribution of TrackMate ships the files required
to import TrackMate results in MATLAB, documented in the Sup-
plemental Information. A specific tool in TrackMate also allows
the export of results to a format readable by the Icy software [8].
Alternatively, the Track Manager tool of Icy has an import filter
for the TrackMate file format.

2.1.6. Extending and reusing TrackMate
TrackMate is modular in design. Each step in the tracking

application corresponds to a module in TrackMate, organized
by common interfaces. There are seven types of TrackMate mod-
ules, including data visualization, particle detection, particle
analysis, particle linking, link analysis, track analysis, and generic
actions.

This modular design is made to be extensible. External develop-
ers can create their own TrackMate module to fill their own needs.
By extending common TrackMate interfaces, they will be inte-
grated in the GUI without distinctions from native modules. Track-
Mate discovers these new modules automatically thanks to the
SciJava annotation framework, which considerably simplifies
development. The newmodules just need to be annotated with Sci-
Java and compiled as java jar files. By dropping the jar file in the
plugins folder of a Fiji installation, they will be automatically dis-
covered by TrackMate and will appear in the GUI. Interestingly,
this completely decouples the TrackMate developers from external
developers, who can build new modules without requiring inter-
vention. The Supplemental Information documents how to write
custom TrackMate modules, covering each of the seven types of
module.

2.2. TrackMate and multidimensional imaging

TrackMate was designed for use with multidimensional light
microscopy datasets from a wide range of modalities including
simple 2D brightfield collection, 3D TIRF imaging, and 4D (space
over time) laser scanning microscopy. The program was originally
developed for C. elegans lineage analysis [19], but has been adapted
and widely utilized for a number of other biological tracking appli-
cations. Given the wide number of current and possible dynamic
imaging uses for TrackMate, in this manuscript we chose to focus
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on three applications that showcase the different strengths, fea-
tures, and potential of TrackMate.

In the first case study, we examine how laser scanning confocal
microscopy (LSCM) induced phototoxicity affects cell division in C.
elegans. By utilizing TrackMate-based cell lineage tracking we can
determine whether different imaging doses or techniques can
influence the normal cell lineage. This example shows how Track-
Mate can handle automatic analysis and manual correction. There
are many use cases where a fully automatic strategy is not possible
due to factors such as variable signal to noise (SNR) in the images.
TrackMate was specifically designed to handle 3D data such as this
and do automatic – and manual – based cell lineage tracking and
analysis.

In the second example we use TrackMate to investigate the
ability of NEMO (NF-jB essential modulator), a key component
of the NF-jB signaling pathway, to assemble into punctate struc-
tures, that we refer as ‘‘NEMO dots”, upon cell stimulation by
cytokines, and how phototoxic effects alter this process even at
low illumination doses. NEMO has been shown to be involved
in many physiological processes and we have shown that its
assembly into punctate structures is an important event of the
cell response to pro-inflammatory cytokine stimulation [20].
The formation of NEMO dots is a transient event that occurs
rapidly and can be tracked in 2D (using SDCM). A key need for
this application is the ability to use the tracking results in sub-
sequent analyses using biophysics methods, revealing the key
ability of TrackMate to interoperate with other analysis tools,
such as MATLAB.

The third example focuses on clathrin dynamics at the
plasma membrane of Arabidopsis hypocotyl epidermal cells. In
particular, we assess the ability of TrackMate to track the tran-
sient recruitment of fluorescent fusion protein tagged clathrin
light chain (CLC-FP) into diffraction-limited structures at the
plasma membrane and their subsequent release using Variable
Angle Epifluorescence Microscopy or TIRFM. This example illus-
trates on an important trafficking process and the utility of
TrackMate in both plant and mammalian models. This use case
demonstrates the ability of TrackMate to handle 3D spatial and
temporal data, as well as the complex modalities of VAEM/
TIRFM time-lapse images. Importantly, in this case study we
compare the ability of TrackMate to determine the lifetime of
clathrin-coated plasma membrane structures relative to
previously-published, manually-tracked CLC-FP foci. Thus, this
case study provides a useful validation of TrackMate’s tracking
accuracy.
2.3. C. elegans embryo imaging

C. elegans embryo imaging was done following the phototox-
icity assessment protocol described previously [19]. Briefly:
using a LSCM as imaging device (LSM700, Carl Zeiss, Jena,
Germany) equipped with a 63x oil NA = 1.4 objective, embryos
from the strain AZ212 were imaged at 21 �C. One acquisition
made of 41 Z-slices spaced by 1 lm were acquired every
2 min, for at least 2 h starting from the first anaphase. The pixel
dwell time was chosen to be 1.58 ls/pixel, and the laser
power varied to probe different light doses. The light dose L
is calculated as the total energy deposited on the sample for
one acquisition; that is:

L ¼ P � dt � Nequatorial � NZslices

where P is the laser power measured before the objective, assuming
nearly perfect transmittance; dt is the pixel dwell time, Nequatorial is
the number of pixels in the embryo equatorial plane, and NZslices is
the number of Z-slices scanned for a single acquisition.
2.4. NEMO punctate cluster imaging

GFP-NEMO-expressing cells were prepared for live imaging as
in [20] and plated in 3.5 cm diameter glass-bottom petri dishes.
Two different SDCMs were used for imaging: an UltraVIEW ERS
and an UltraVIEW VOX (Perkin-Elmer), based onCSU-22 and CSU-
X1 spinning-disks (Yokagawa) respectively, with a EM-CCD camera
with a peak QE around 60% (C9100-50, Hamamatsu) and 92%
(ImageEM-X2, Hamamatsu), again respectively. A single plane
close to the coverslip was chosen for imaging, and the cells were
imaged with a PlanApochromat 63x 1.4NA oil objective at 2 frames
per second, at 37 �C and 5% CO2, using a 488 nm laser line and fil-
ters suited for the detection of the GFP emission. Stimulation by IL-
1 was done at a final concentration of 10 ng/mL.
2.5. VAEM imaging of PM-associated Clathrin dynamics

Sterilized stable transgenic A. thaliana ecotype Wassilewskija
seeds expressing functional Clathrin Light Chain 2-GFP under con-
trol of its native promoter [21] were plated on 0.5x Murashige and
Skoog Basal Salts 0.5% agar. After vernalization at 4 �C for 72 h,
plates were incubated under continuous light at 22 �C for 3 h
before being grown in the dark for 5 days. Seedlings were imaged
by Variable Angle Epifluorescence Microscopy as described [22]
using a Nikon N-STORM Microscope with a motorized TIRF illumi-
nator and Andor iXon Ultra 897 EMCCD camera. Using the TIRFM
mode and the 100x oil NA = 1.49 objective, 2D time-lapse
sequences were taken at 2 frames per second with 488 nm laser
excitation.
3. Results

3.1. C. elegans embryo cell division synchrony and cell cycle length are
robust against photodamage

3.1.1. Methods
We recently proposed a quantitative method to assess the pho-

totoxic impact of imaging devices [19]. C. elegans embryos have an
invariant development pattern, with minimal variation across indi-
viduals for the cell lineage, their organization in space, and their
division timing [23]. At a temperature of 21 �C and without exter-
nal perturbation, an embryo develops into a 50-cells organism in
two hours measured from the first anaphase. If this process is
imaged using a fluorescent strain labeled for nuclei [24], harsh
imaging conditions will perturb the normal development and hin-
der normal progression. For intermediate light doses, this mani-
fests as a delayed development, and less than 50 cells are found
after two hours of imaging. We exploited this effect to quantify
phototoxic impact: the phototoxic light dose is defined as the
energy per acquisition that yield an embryo with 25 cells after
2 h of development at 21 �C. To measure this dose, several embryos
were imaged in controlled conditions, changing only the illumina-
tion power. The number of cells after 2 h of imaging was plotted
against the light dose, and the phototoxic light dose was derived
by a fit by a sigmoidal curve [19]. This protocol characterizes the
phototoxic impact of an imaging device when imaging 3D speci-
men over several hours, revealing sensitivities to subtle phototoxic
effects. With the laser line used for excitation and the fluorescent
labeling of the sample, it reports mainly the fluorescence-
sensitized phototoxicity and is not sensitive to any thermal effects
that occur for near IR/IR excitation.

While this protocol benchmarks the performance of a system
through a bulk measurement on a specimen, determining how
photodamage affects specimens requires even deeper insights.
We investigate here whether specific cells of the lineage have
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different sensitivities to photodamage. This involves building the
comprehensive cell lineages, as the embryos sample different light
doses. While this task is nowadays greatly facilitated by the
pioneering work of other groups [5,25–27], the tools they offer
are unfortunately not applicable to our problem. Indeed, the
images we generate have a quality that is not adjustable: it is the
product of the sensitivity of the system tested and of the light dose
probed. For a strong illumination power, the fluorophore quickly
bleaches, while this does not happen or not as much for low inci-
dent power. A single dataset therefore may have movies with a
very low and constant SNR for low light doses, and movies begin-
ning with a strong SNR that quickly decays until the images are no
longer exploitable for high light doses (Supplemental Movie 1). To
add to this quality discrepancy, a single image of the embryo also
shows varying SNR as the Z position of cells vary. Indeed, as we use
an oil objective, the image quality quickly deteriorates as the focus
moves away from the coverslip. This problem is classically solved
by varying the illumination power as the focus moves [25], but
again this is not applicable to our study since we want to use a con-
stant illumination power throughout a single experiment.

It is important to note that the extremely high variability in
image quality, both in space and time and within a single dataset,
is there by construction. As the illumination power is an input vari-
able in our experiments we do not have the liberty to tune it in
order to reach a desirable image quality. Rather than develop a
highly customized solution that would deal with this issue, we
exploited the ability of TrackMate to combine automated and man-
ual annotation approaches. Each movie was first segmented auto-
matically for the cells, and the spurious or missing detections were
manually corrected. The curated detection results were then
tracked automatically, and tracking mistakes were again manually
corrected. The data model of TrackMate directly allows generating
lineages, cell divisions being represented by branching events with
two links emerging from a mother cell spot. Cells were named fol-
lowing the Sulston and Horvitz convention [28]. Movies with
quickly decaying SNR were those for which the automated process-
ing was the less successful, but because they correspond to the
toxic light doses, they yielded few cells and the manual correction
Fig. 3. Cumulative cell division time for the AB lineage, measured from the first anaphas
division time is defined with mean and standard deviation taken over the times of divis
followed over time. Nine embryos were tracked to sample a wide-range of light doses. Wh
are shown as annotations in the plot.
took little time. On average, a single acquisition of at least 2 h of
development could be lineaged in less than an afternoon. The data-
set presented here includes 9 acquisitions, collected on a LSCM,
using light doses ranging from 13 lJ/stack to 650 lJ/stack, covering
situations where no to extreme phototoxic effects can be observed.
A full lineage from this dataset is presented in Supplemental Fig. 2.

3.1.2. Results
The phototoxicity threshold as defined in [19] was found to be

320 lJ/stack for this LSCM, to be compared with the much larger
value around 5 mJ/stack that can be measured for
epifluorescence-based systems [19,29]. For values well below the
phototoxicity threshold, up to 200 lJ/stack, the development of
the embryo was virtually non-perturbed (Supplemental Movie 1
and Fig. 3). We investigated how photodamage impacts cell divi-
sion synchrony and cell cycle length. To do so, we focused on the
AB descendants. At 21 �C without imaging, the first two hours of
the AB lineage was made of 5 successive divisions that gave rise
to 32 descendants. Each of these 5 divisions was well synchronized
across sibling cells [23], which allowed for the definition of the
cumulative division time for ABnx, the time measured from the first
anaphase to the nth division in the AB lineage. This time was char-
acterized by then mean and standard deviation over the n times of
division of the n ABnx cells into 2n AB(n + 1)x daughter cells.

We first investigated whether or not this synchrony is per-
turbed by harsh illumination. The cumulative division time is
reported in Fig. 3 as a function of the incident light dose. We
observed that division synchrony of the AB lineage resists
phototoxicity well, as indicated by the very low standard deviation
on the division time. Even for disruptive light doses, the AB
descendants all divided within 10 min of their siblings. However,
close to the phototoxicity threshold and beyond, some cell
divisions did not happen at all. This shows that cell division
synchrony is robust against photodamage, and more robust than
cell division itself.

Surprisingly, cell cycle lengths only vary weakly with light
doses. For doses lower than the phototoxicity threshold, the cumu-
lative time to get a specific AB descendant division stayed roughly
e in C. elegans embryos up to two hours as a function of the incident light dose. Cell
ion of all ABnx cells into AB(n + 1)x. A column in this plot represents a single embryo
en a particular cell division does not happen, the assessed reason and notable events
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constant (Fig. 3). The observation of [23] in non-invasive condi-
tions still holds, and cell cycle length follows roughly a geometrical
sequence, even if it increases slowly with incident light dose. Over
the whole range of light doses sampled, the cell cycle time of the
AB progenitor doubled. However, this immediate lengthening of
division times is not the main feature of phototoxic effects. The
embryo development was hindered because for large incident
doses, some subsequent cell divisions did not happen. Looking clo-
sely at the AB lineage, we saw that for 289 lJ, the AB4x ? AB5x cell
division took place, but the cells were blocked in metaphase. For
324 lJ, the AB3x ? AB4x did not happen. For 504 lJ, the embryo
stopped after ABx ? ABxx and for 648 lJ, only the first division of
AB happened before the embryo died. Phototoxic effects on a LSCM
manifest as a brutal development halt at a certain time depending
on the light dose. Before this time is reached, the cycles of cell divi-
sions proceed more-or-less normally.

3.1.3. Discussion
The robustness of the synchrony and of the order of cell divi-

sions indicates that there probably is not a cell-dependent sensitiv-
ity to phototoxic effects, at least for the AB descendants.
Photodamage affects all cells in a similar manner. Embryonic cell
proliferation involves rapid cell divisions through short cell cycles,
most of which lack G1 and G2 phases [30]. By construction, our
phototoxicity assay targets damage to the nucleus and is likely to
cause first DNA damage. But the embryonic cell division of misses
robust checkpoints for DNA damage [30], which explains why the
lengths of cell cycles only depend weakly on incident light doses.
The catastrophic arrest of cell divisions might reflect harsher dam-
age affecting the structural components of the mitosis. Therefore,
even if we introduced as a sensitive specimen for our phototoxicity
assay, our photodamage readout probably misses subtle DNA dam-
age happening at low doses.

3.2. NEMO-IKK structures dynamics is adversely affected by subtle
phototoxic damage

NEMO (NF-jB Essential Modulator) is a critical component of
the NF-jB signaling pathway and is a key actor of many physiolog-
ical processes such as immune response, inflammation, cell sur-
vival and proliferation [31]. We recently observed that upon
stimulation by various cytokines, NEMO rapidly and transiently
assembles into punctate structures [20]. Thanks to cell lines that
stably express GFP-NEMO, this process can be investigated via
imaging and single-particle tracking, opening the way to analyzing
these structures via biophysical methods complementary to bio-
chemical approaches. Using imaging we quantified the dynamics
of the NEMO dots, showing that they experience a rapid turnover
of their molecular content, and that they are anchored in the vicin-
ity of the cell membrane [20]. These results are critical to our
understanding of the process leading to the activation of the
NEMO-IKK complex, as a part of the NF-jB pathway.

A downside of fluorescence microscopy as described in our first
case study is that it can be invasive, altering the physiology of the
organism and/or cells due to phototoxicity, thereby affecting the
process understudy. In particular it can affect the motion dynamics
of organelles, potentially including the NEMO dots. We investigate
here how phototoxicity impacts these dynamics and leads to an
erroneous conclusion on the motion model of the NEMO subcellu-
lar structures.

3.2.1. Results
Two SDCMs were used to image human cells constitutively

expressing GFP-NEMO, each with a different light dose range
(low intensities: 14–40 lJ, high intensities: 500–700 lJ). Upon
the addition of the IL-1 cytokine (10 ng/ml final), the NEMO
superstructures appear as bright, punctate, diffraction-limited dots
over a fainter background. These dots were tracked using
TrackMate until they disappeared. Subsequently, the tracks were
imported and analyzed in MATLAB. Their time-course is displayed
on Fig. 4a. In the case of high intensities, fewer dots were observed
per cell, but they remained for a much longer time. For low
intensities, they appeared and disappeared in less than 15 min
measured from the addition of IL-1, whereas for high intensities,
they lasted for more than 30 min.

Their motion characteristics also differed under high versus low
intensity illumination. In both cases, they display random rapid
movements, but over longer time scales in the case of high inten-
sities, many of them display large, directed movements, sometimes
over 10 lm, preferably oriented towards the nucleus (Supplemen-
tal Movie 2). At low intensities, they all remained within 2 lm of
their average position for their whole lifetime (Supplemental
Movie 3). The movement of the NEMO dots was quantified and
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expressed in terms of linear velocity, a measure of how far a parti-
cle moves over a period of time. Here the linear velocity of a NEMO
dot was defined as the median of all the 3 min-displacement of this
dot, divided by an interval of 3 min.

The empirical cumulative distribution function for all cells is
displayed in Fig. 4b. For low intensities, the linear velocity is in
the range of 0.11–0.23 lm/min (4 cells, 939 NEMO dots). This
value is in the range of the linear velocity measured on dots of a
control, non-stimulated cell, 0.14 lm/min (1 cell, 17 dots). These
dots are non-functional NEMO aggregates typically found in cells
highly expressing GFP-NEMO, and undergo Brownian random
motion. For high intensities the linear velocity ranges from 0.45
to 0.56 lm/min (2 cells, 325 NEMO dots), with some values as
large as 2 lm/min. The fact that under high illumination NEMO
dots can have large directed movements suggests that they are
actively transported in these conditions.

To confirm this observation, we performed mean-square-
displacement (MSD) analysis comparing NEMO dots under high
and low illumination intensities. The fit of the log-log plot the
MSD curves yielded a factor a that determines whether the dots
are bound to a fixed structure (a < 1), freely diffused (a � 1) or
actively transported (a > 1) [32]. We retained dots for which the
R2 value of the log-log fit is larger than 0.8. The values of all dots
were pooled together for a cell, and we assessed the motion type
for this cell using a t-test. We found that for high intensities, all
cells have a a value significantly larger than 1 (p = 10�3–10�4),
indicating that NEMO dots are actively transported. However, the
a value for cells illuminated with low intensities have a a value
significantly lower than 1 (p < 10�10).
3.2.2. Discussion
The range of low versus high illumination intensities in this

study is dictated by the sensitivity of the cameras equipping the
two different microscope systems utilized. One was equipped with
a very sensitive camera with high quantum efficiency, allowing for
using low intensities to track NEMO superstructures. The other
camera had a more modest quantum efficiency, and prompted
for larger illumination intensities. However, even the high intensi-
ties used on the second system are not extremely high in absolute
value. The phototoxic light dose measured on this system is about
21 mJ [19]. The equivalent light dose used in this study extrapo-
lated over 2 min was in the range 60–80 mJ. We therefore used
an illumination dose larger than the phototoxic threshold accord-
ing to [19], but well within an order of magnitude. For low inten-
sities, the equivalent light dose over 2 min is in the range 8.4–
24 mJ. This difference was enough to separate results in two com-
pletely different categories, one of which is evidently corrupted by
artifacts.

The NEMO dots display longer dynamics in cells exposed to
high light intensities, which we attribute to artifactual cell stim-
ulation by light-induced stress. The large displacements observed
at high intensities are likely to be due to cell shrinking in
response to phototoxicity. The dots may follow the cell mem-
brane as the cell shrinks and display an artifactual motion, which
resembles a directed movement towards the nucleus. An erro-
neous interpretation of these artifacts is that following stimula-
tion by IL-1, NEMO is assembled into membrane-associated
superstructures that are subsequently actively transported
towards the nucleus. However, biochemical studies showed that
the NEMO structures are most likely anchored to the cell mem-
brane for their entire lifetimes, which is confirmed by MSD anal-
ysis when under non-invasive imaging condition [20].
Phototoxicity effects can give artifactual results that yield erro-
neous conclusions and strongly compromise interpretation of
the role of a molecule.
3.3. VAEM imaging of plasma membrane-associated Clathrin dynamics
in Arabidopsis

Secretory and endocytic membrane trafficking are essential
processes critical for growth and development of multicellular
organisms including cell expansion and division, as well as
responses to abiotic and biotic signals. Bidirectional trafficking of
cargo materials between the discrete organelles of the secretory
and endocytic pathways is primarily mediated by vesicular carri-
ers. Clathrin, a vesicle coat protein complex, is responsible for
cargo selection and formation of vesicles that traffic between the
plasma membrane, endosome, trans-Golgi, and the vacuole
[33,34]. Clathrin-coated vesicle (CCV) formation involves the tem-
poral and highly ordered assembly of proteins following a poorly
understood nucleation event. After this site-selecting initiation
event, cargo begins to cluster together on the membrane through
the action of various cargo receptors and adaptor complexes speci-
fic to each trafficking pathway (i.e. the adaptin 2, AP2, and TPLATE
complexes in clathrin mediated endocytosis, CME, in plants [35]).
While well characterized in yeast and mammalian systems, less
is known of the molecular underpinnings of clathrin-dependent
vesicle formation and targeting in plants.

Clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME), cytoskeletal dynamics,
and other events occurring at the cell cortex have been successfully
imaged in mammalian and other systems using Total Internal
Reflection Fluorescence Microscopy (TIRFM [36]). Likewise, TIRFM
has been utilized to image molecular events at or adjacent to the
cell cortex in plant cells [37]. However, plant cells are non-ideal
samples for TIRFM analysis owing to the thickness of plant cell
walls, which can exceed 500 nm, the theoretical limit of TIRFM illu-
mination, and the non-uniform refractive index of cell walls due to
variations in composition between cell types and stages of devel-
opment. Additionally, plants do not readily adhere to glass sur-
faces, which, in combination with frequently non-uniform
geometries of plant tissues, make the task of imaging molecular
events at the cell cortex in single plant cells by the critical angle
illumination necessary for TIRFM challenging. To accommodate
these technical hurdles, Variable Angle Epifluorescence Microscopy
(VAEM), which utilizes sub-critical laser angles to achieve oblique
illumination of the plant cell cortex, was developed as an alterna-
tive application of TIRFM systems [22]. Essentially, the incident
angle of the excitation beam utilized for VAEM is adjusted to gen-
erate an uneven ‘wedge’ of illumination radiating from the optical
axis. The result is the maintenance of high S/N ratio at greater illu-
mination depths (>1000 nm) than are achievable with TIRFM [22].

3.3.1. Results
Here, we employ TrackMate to analyze VAEM data of fluores-

cently tagged clathrin foci at the cell cortex to compare the soft-
ware’s particle tracking capabilities of manually chosen plasma
membrane PM-associated clathrin foci with completely manually
processed data. Representative images demonstrate CLC2-GFP foci
labeling of PM foci and larger cortical Golgi structures
(Fig. 5a and b) in Arabidopsis hypocotyl epidermal cells. The cla-
thrin containing PM foci have a more uniform fluorescence and
are diffraction limited in size compared to the larger CLC2-GFP
labeled Golgi structures, displaying the characteristic fluorescence
profile of sites of CME previously described [21]. Three indepen-
dent hypocotyls were imaged and time-lapse images from each
were analyzed manually and semi-automatically with TrackMate
(Supplemental Movie 4). A histogram comparing the manual and
TrackMate data displays the distribution of clathrin PM foci life-
times observed by both methods (Fig. 5c). PM-associated clathrin
foci lifetimes determined manually and via TrackMate range from
5–50 s and 7–55 s, respectively. The medians of the manual and
TrackMate generated lifetimes are 20.5 s and 22.3 s, respectively.
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Fig. 5. VAEM imaging of clathrin foci in Arabidopsis hypocotyl epidermal cells. a.
Single image of a time-lapse movie following the lifetime of clathrin foci. The
fluorescence signal shows clathrin foci along with larger, brighter Golgi structures.
Yellow line: profile used for the kymograph in b. Scale bar: 2 lm. Blue and orange
arrowheads denote PM- and Golgi-associated clathrin, respectively. b. Kymograph
extracted along the yellow line in a. The brightness has been adjusted to better
show the clathrin focus, saturating the display of the large Golgi structure. Yellow
arrows: start and end of the clathrin focus lifetime, determined manually. Blue and
orange arrowheads denote PM- and Golgi-associated clathrin, respectively. c.
Histograms of lifetimes for clathrin foci.
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The average foci lifetimes for each individual hypocotyl did not
vary significantly and the average foci lifetimes for manual and
TrackMate data over all samples are 21.7 ± 10.5 s (mean ± standard
Table 1
User contributed modules of TrackMate v3.4.0.

Module name Module type Purpose

Linear tracker Particle-
linking

Linking transported particles by extrapolating t

Batch mode Plugin Runs TrackMate in batch, reading configuration
Binary detector Spot

detector
Detect spot using intensity thresholding and Im

CSV exporter Generic
action

Export tracks to CSV file

SQLite exporter Generic
action

Export tracks to SQLite database

Multi-channel
intensity
analyzer

Spot feature
analyzer

Compute spot mean intensity in up to 10 chann

Find maxima Spot
detector

Detection based on region growing, reimpleme
command

Trajectory classifier Plugin Classify 2D tracks into normal diffusion, subdif
directed/active motion by a random forest appr

Close gaps Generic
action

Close gaps in tracks by creating spots in missing
of their coordinates
deviation, N = 64) and 24.2 ± 11.6 s (N = 59), respectively. The Stu-
dent’s t-test and the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test gave both gave p-
values greater than 0.1.

3.3.2. Discussion
Previously, the lifetimes of CLC2-GFP positive PM foci were

determined by manual identification and quantitation of the fluo-
rescence intensity of individual foci across a time-lapse series of
images; a laborious and potentially biased process plagued by
the difficult and somewhat arbitrary determination of where
events begin and end. TrackMate helps in addressing these issues
through its ability to follow a single focus throughout its whole
lifetime from a single manual annotation. The slight difference
between the manual and TrackMate average clathrin foci lifetimes
is most likely due to TrackMate’s capability to detect foci beyond
what the human eye can discern via the quality threshold param-
eter. Despite this slight difference, the Student’s t-test and the Kol-
mogorov–Smirnov test indicate that the manual and TrackMate
average lifetime values and data distribution do not statistically
differ from each other for PM associated Clathrin foci. This suggests
that the software’s tracking capabilities are compatible with man-
ual tracking of clathrin dynamics at the PM. A number of laborato-
ries studying clathrin and clathrin accessory proteins involved in
plant CME have found the average lifetime of clathrin-associated
PM foci to range from 17.7 s to 24 s, corroborating the average life-
time of clathrin foci at the PM found both manually and semi-
automatically with TrackMate [21,38,39]. Inevitably, TrackMate’s
ability to objectively track foci is dependent upon parameters
defined by the operator thereby introducing some level of bias into
the results. Nevertheless, these parameters can be universally
applied across all samples, eliminating unintentional precision
errors and eye-constrained selection of track termination. Taken
together, this data demonstrates the utility of TrackMate in allevi-
ating a previously laborious analysis of dynamic events in micro-
scopy data.

4. Discussion

TrackMate has been used in protein motility studies [40,41],
molecular motor tracking [42], axonal transport [43], sperm cell
tracking [44], Golgi bodies tracking [45] in plants, wound healing
[46], bacterial biofilm micro-rheology [47], cell movement on
stiffness-patterned substrate [48], cell tracking in zebrafish [49]
and drosophila [50] embryos, infected cells tracking [51], colloid
Author Location

heir velocity Ronny
Sczech

https://github.com/chicoronny/
RonnyTrackMate

from a file
ageJ particle analyzer

els Benoit
Lombardot

https://github.com/tinevez/
TrackMate-extras

nting ImageJ Find maxima Thorsten
Wagner

http://imagej.net/Find_maxima_
(TrackMate_module)

fusion, confined diffusion and
oach

https://github.com/
thorstenwagner/ij-trajectory-
classifier

frame by linear interpolation Robert
Haase

Integrated into TrackMate v3.4.0

https://github.com/chicoronny/RonnyTrackMate
https://github.com/chicoronny/RonnyTrackMate
https://github.com/tinevez/TrackMate-extras
https://github.com/tinevez/TrackMate-extras
http://imagej.net/Find_maxima_(TrackMate_module
http://imagej.net/Find_maxima_(TrackMate_module
https://github.com/thorstenwagner/ij-trajectory-classifier
https://github.com/thorstenwagner/ij-trajectory-classifier
https://github.com/thorstenwagner/ij-trajectory-classifier
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diffusion studies [52], carboxysome lineaging in cyanobacteria
[53], magnetic bead aggregates tracking in arteries [54], diatom
motility studies [55], and stretch measurements in biomedical
materials [56]. It also enabled the biological studies presented
here, investigating the presence of a cell-specific phototoxic effect
on embryonic development, the impact of phototoxicity on the
dynamics of NEMO dot assembly and the dynamics of clathrin-
mediated endocytic events in plant cells.

This great breadth of applications highlights the vast applicabil-
ity of TrackMate. Generality often has a toll on the ability to suc-
cessfully handle very specific problems. As noted in [4], it is very
likely that some tracking challenges will require the development
of specific tracking tools. TrackMate positions itself not only as a
tool for single-particle tracking, but also as a platform to facilitate
and accelerate the development of such tools. Other developers can
port their algorithm(s) to TrackMate as a module, reusing the facil-
ities there that would otherwise consume countless and tedious
time to develop (data model, visualization, etc.). The SciJava anno-
tation mechanism used for plugin discovery ensures that new
modules can be developed and distributed without requiring any
interaction with the TrackMate developers, ensuring full autonomy
and independence. As of today, we are aware of four groups of con-
tributions made public, listed in Table 1.
5. Future directions

TrackMate was first developed as a lineage tool in C. elegans and
largely extended to deal with other problems such as intra- and
inter-cellular trafficking. As discussed above TrackMate is being
widely used, but to remain most relevant, its development needs
to continue, in order to deal with emerging data types, scales,
modalities, and analysis workflows. Many of these problems can
be readily solved by how TrackMate is developed and deployed.
By being an open source Fiji plugin that uses modular libraries
such as Bio-formats [57], SciJava [18], ImgLib2 [58], etc., it is rela-
tively straightforward to adapt TrackMate to new modalities and
use cases. However, there are some challenges that may necessi-
tate augmenting TrackMate’s capabilities. For example, it is inter-
esting to not only look at varying temporal scales but also at
varying spatial scales. As multiscale imaging methods are devel-
oped and deployed to look at process such as metastasis and cell
growth, there will need to be corresponding modules that can track
and analyze these processes over different spatial scales.

As well, TrackMate needs to continue to evolve in its interoper-
ability and ability to handle heterogeneous data, including non-
image data types. One strategy that has served TrackMate well that
we will continue to leverage is to take advantage of existing soft-
ware tools and also offer TrackMate as a flexible portable module.
In future development, we hope to have TrackMate equally acces-
sible not only as a Fiji plugin but as an Ops module [18]. The ImageJ
Ops initiative aims at producing a unifying library for scientific
image processing, and makes it widely accessible to any software
framework, not just ImageJ. The Ops framework provides unified
interfaces for basic image manipulations that can be called by
any tool using this framework. This type of modularity has already
shown considerable promise in the recent use of TrackMate in
KNIME as a SciJava process [59]. By having TrackMate in KNIME,
it is possible to create data pipelines that could integrate Track-
Mate with a number of other tools including statistical tools such
as R. With the recently developed Ops framework being driven
by the ImageJ2 and KNIME developer community, it should be pos-
sible to take TrackMate functionality even farther and to a wider
audience. In this way, other programs such as databases and even
other tracking programs could call TrackMate, much in the same
way that programs invoke scripts and other algorithms.
Recent developments in light microscopy, such as light sheet
microscopy [60], have resulted in massive datasets that in requires
large extensive annotations. These requirements will demand a
new type of data model that can support this type of extension
annotation in 2D and 3D. Our hope is that such a data model could
be driven and utilized by a number of common tools, including
TrackMate.
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